Kashiwa Campus

Kashiwa Campus

Getting to the Kashiwa Campus

- Kashiwanoha-campus Station West Exit (Tsukuba Express Line)
  - JR Bus stop for Nagareyama-otakanomori Station (some buses stop at Todor-i-nishi stop)
    - get off at Todor-i-mae, Todor-i-nishi stop.
  - JR Bus stop for Edogawadai Station East Exit (via National Cancer Center)
    - get off at Todor-i-mae, Todor-i-nishi stop.
  - JR Bus stop for Edogawadai Station East Exit (via Midoridai-chuo)
    - get off at Todor-i-mae, Todor-i-nishi, Todor-i-nishimon-mae stop.

- By foot: about 25 minutes' walk

Kashiwa Station West Exit (JR Joban Line, Subway Chiyoda Line)

- JR Bus stop for National Cancer Center (via Kenmin Plaza)
  - get off at Todor-i-nishi, Todor-i-mae stop.
  - JR Bus stop for National Cancer Center (via Customs Training Institute)
    - get off at National Cancer Center stop.

Edogawadai Station East Exit (Joban Urban Park Line)

- JR Bus stop for Kashiwanoha-campus Station West Exit (via National Cancer Center)
  - get off at Todor-i-nishi, Todor-i-mae stop.
  - JR Bus stop for Kashiwanoha-campus Station West Exit (via Midoridai-chuo)
    - get off at Todor-i-nishimon-mae, Todor-i-nishi, Todor-i-mae stop.

Joban Highway Kashiwa Interchange take Chiba direction exit to National Road number 16, after 500m turn right at the "Toyotsuba Industrial Estate Entrance" crossroads.

Kashiwa II Campus

- Kashiwa Station West Exit (Tsukuba Express Line)
  - JR Bus stop for National Cancer Center (via Customs Training Institute)
    - get off at Kashiwanoha-kokkoe-mae stop.

- By foot: about 15 minutes' walk

Kashiwa Station West Exit (JR Joban Line, Subway Chiyoda Line)

- JR Bus stop for National Cancer Center (via Kashiwanoha Park)
  - get off at Kashiwanoha-kokkoe-mae stop.

- JR Bus stop for National Cancer Center (via Customs Training Institute)
  - get off at Kashiwanoha-kokkoe-mae stop.

Getting to the Kashiwa II Campus

- Kashiwanoha-campus Station West Exit (Tsukuba Express Line)
  - JR Bus stop for National Cancer Center (via Kashiwanoha Park)
    - get off at Kashiwanoha-kokkoe-mae stop.
  - JR Bus stop for National Cancer Center (via Customs Training Institute)
    - get off at Kashiwanoha-kokkoe-mae stop.

- JR Bus stop for National Cancer Center (via Customs Training Institute)
  - get off at Kashiwanoha-kokkoe-mae stop.

Kashiwa II Campus

- Kashiwa Station West Exit (JR Joban Line, Subway Chiyoda Line)
  - JR Bus stop for National Cancer Center (via Kashiwanoha Park)
    - get off at Kashiwanoha-kokkoe-mae stop.
  - JR Bus stop for National Cancer Center (via Customs Training Institute)
    - get off at Kashiwanoha-kokkoe-mae stop.

Kashiwa II Campus

- Kashiwa Station West Exit (JR Joban Line, Subway Chiyoda Line)
  - JR Bus stop for National Cancer Center (via Kashiwanoha Park)
    - get off at Kashiwanoha-kokkoe-mae stop.
  - JR Bus stop for National Cancer Center (via Customs Training Institute)
    - get off at Kashiwanoha-kokkoe-mae stop.